INTRODUCTION
The Gordon Life Science Institute was established in 2003 at San Diego of California, USA. Its founder is Professor Dr. Kuo-Chen Chou. Its mission is to develop and apply new mathematical tools and physical concepts for understanding biological phenomena. For more detailed about the growth process of Gordon Life Science Institute as well as its novel philosophy, see an article at https://gordonlifescience.org/GordonLifeScience.html.
The Gordon Life Science Institute is a newly emerging academic organization in the Age of Information and Internet. Founded by Professor Dr. Kuo-Chen Chou at San Diego of California, right after he was retired from Pfizer Global Research and Development in 2003. Its mission is to develop and apply new mathematical tools and physical concepts for understanding biological phenomena.
The Institute's name reflects an interesting historical story. After the Cultural Revolution, China started to open its door, the founder was invited by Professor Sture Forsén, the Chairman of Nobel Prize Committee, to work in Chemical Center of Lund University as a Visiting Professor. To make Swedish people easier to pronounce his name, Professor Chou used "Gordon" as his name in Sweden. About a quarter of century later, the same name was used for the Institute, meaning that "Reform and Opening" (改革开放) and "Free Communication" (自由交 换 信 息 ) can stimulate a lot of great creativities. The current liaison site of Gordon Life Science Institute is in Boston of Massachusetts, USA; gls@gordonlifescience.org.
MISSION AND ORGANIZATION
The Institute has no physical boundaries. Its members do not have to work in a same building or campus. Distributed over different countries of the world, they shall freely collaborate, exchange ideas, and share information and findings via a variety of modern communication methods. This versatile system allows the members to focus completely on science without having to cope with troubles in obtaining visas and in paying for relocation expenses, among many others.
The Gordon Life Science Institute is a non-profit organization. It is a gift to science and human beings. Its founding principle is to pursue the excellence in science: anyone who has proved his/her creativity in science can become a member regardless of his/her age, occupation, and nationality. Accordingly, the Institute has provided an ideal society or organization for those scientists who are really dedicated themselves to science and loving science more than anything else. In the friendly dooropened Institute, these scientists can maximize their time and energy to engage in their scientific creativity. Members of the Institute believe science would be more truthful and wonderful if scientists do not have to spend a lot of time on funding application. We also note that great scientific findings and creations in history were often made by those who were least supported or funded but driven by interesting imagination and curiosity.
Accomplishments
Up to March 2019, the Institute has 26 members. Among them 5 have been selected by Thompson Reuter and Clarivate Analytics as the "Highly Cited Researcher": (1) Kuo-Chen Chou for continuously 5 years (2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, and 2018) , (2) Hong-Bin Shen (2014 and 2015) , (3) Wei Chen (2018), (4) Hao Lin (2018) , and (5) Xoan . Listed below are just some represented works produced by the Gordon Life Science Institute.
Extension of special PseAAC to the general one
With the explosive growth of biological sequences in the post-genomic era, one of the most challenging problems in computational biology is how to express a biological sequence with a discrete model or a vector, yet still keep considerable sequence-order information or key pattern characteristic. This is because all the existing machinelearning algorithms (such as "Optimization" algorithm (Zhang, 1992) , "Covariance Discriminant" or "CD" algorithm (Chou and Elrod, 2002) , (Chou and Cai, 2003) , "Nearest Neighbor" or "NN" algorithm (Hu, et al., 2011) , and "Support Vector Machine" or "SVM" algorithm (Hu, et al., 2011 , Cai, et al., 2006 can only handle vectors as elaborated in a comprehensive review (Chou, 2015) . However, a vector defined in a discrete model may completely lose all the sequence-pattern information. To avoid completely losing the sequence-pattern information for proteins, the pseudo amino acid composition (Chou, 2001) or PseAAC (Chou, 2005) was proposed. Ever since then, it has been widely used in nearly all the areas of computational proteomics (Chou and Cai, 2003 , Guo 2002 , Georgiou et al., 2009 (Ding et al., 2009 , Gao et al, 2009 , Li et al., 2009 . Because it has been widely and increasingly used, four powerful open access soft-wares, called 'PseAAC' , 'PseAAC-Builder' (Du et al., 2012) , 'propy' (Cao et al., 2013) and 'PseAAC-General' (Du et al., 2014) , were established: the former three are for generating various modes of Chou's special PseAAC (Chou, 2009 ) while the 4th one for those of Chou's general PseAAC (Chou, 2011) , including not only all the special modes of feature vectors for proteins but also the higher level feature vectors such as "Functional Domain" mode (see Eqs.9-10 of (Chou, 2011) , "Gene Ontology" mode (see Eqs.11-12 of (Chou, 2011) , and "Sequential Evolution" or "PSSM" mode (see Eqs.13-14 of (Chou, 2011) . For more information about the PseAAC, please visit an insightful Wikipedia article at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudo_amino_acid_compo sition.
Extension of PseAAC to PseKNC
Encouraged by the successes of using PseAAC to deal with protein/peptide sequences, the concept of PseKNC (Pseudo K-tuple Nucleotide Composition) (Chen et al., 2014) was developed for generating various feature vectors for DNA/RNA sequences that have proved very useful as well (Chen et al., 2014) . Particularly, in 2015 a very powerful web-server called 'Pse-in-One' and its updated version 'Pse-in-One2.0' have been established that can be used to generate any desired feature vectors for protein/peptide and DNA/RNA sequences according to the need of users' studies". For more information about the PseKNC, please visit an insightful Wikipedia article at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudo_K-tuple_nucleotide_composition.
Distorted key theory for peptide drugs
According to Fisher's "lock and key" model, Koshland's "induced fit" theory, and the "rack mechanism", the prerequisite condition for a peptide to be cleaved by the disease-causing enzyme is a good fit and tightly binding with the enzyme's active site (Figure 1) . However, such a peptide, after a modification on its scissile bond with some simple chemical procedure, will no longer be cleavable by the enzyme but it can still tightly bind to its active site. An illustration about the distorted key theory is given in Figure 2 , where panel (a) shows an effective binding of a cleavable peptide to the active site of HIV protease, while panel (b) the peptide has become a noncleavable one after its scissile bond is modified although it can still bind to the active site. Such a modified peptide, or ''distorted key", will automatically become an inhibitor candidate against HIV protease. Even for non-peptide inhibitors, the information derived from the cleavable peptides can also provide useful insights about the key binding groups and fitting conformation in the sense of Figure 1 . A schematic illustration to show a peptide in good fitting and tightly binding with the enzyme's active site before it is cleaved by the latter. Adapted from (Chou, 1996) with permission. Figure 2 . Schematic drawing to illustrate the "Distorted Key" theory, where panel (a) shows an effective binding of a cleavable peptide to the active site of a disease-causing enzyme, while panel (b) the same peptide has become a non-cleavable one after its scissile bond is modified although it can still bind to the active site. Such a modified peptide, or ''distorted key", will automatically become an inhibitor candidate against the disease-causing enzyme. Adapted from with permission. microenvironment. Besides, peptide drugs usually have no toxicity in vivo under the physiological concentration. For more discussion about the distorted key theory, see a comprehensive review paper. It was based on such a distorted key theory that many investigators were enthusiastic to develop various methods for predicting the protein cleavage sites by disease-causing. Furthermore, a web-server called "HIVcleave" has been established for predicting HIV protease cleavage sites in proteins.
Its website address is at http://chou.med.harvard.edu/bioinf/HIV/.
For more discussions about the "distorted key theory", see an insightful
Wikipedia article at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chou%27s_distorted_key_th eory_for_peptide_drugs.
Introduction of wenxiang diagram
Using graphic approaches to study biological and medical systems can provide an intuitive vision and useful insights for helping analyze complicated relations therein, as indicated by many previous studies on a series of important biological topics. Its importance can also be seen in an insightful Wikipedia Article at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graph_theory_in_enzymatic_ kinetics. Wenxiang diagram] is a special kind of graphical approach, which is very useful for in-depth studying protein-protein interaction mechanism. For more about the wenxiang diagram, see an insightful Wikipedia article at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wenxiang_diagram.
Predictors for multi-label systems
Information of subcellular localization for a protein is indispensable for revealing its biological function. Therefore, one of the fundamental goals in molecular cell biology and proteomics is to determine the subcellular locations of proteins in an entire cell. Before 2007, most efforts in this regard were focused on the single-label system by assuming that each of the constitute proteins in a cell had one, and only one, subcellular.
However, with more experimental data uncovered, it has been found that many proteins may simultaneously occur or move between two or more location sites in a cell and hence need multiple labels to mark them. Proteins with multiple locations are also called multiplex proteins, which are often the special targets for drug development. Therefore, how to deal with this kind of multi-label systems is a critical challenge. To take the challenge, the Institute has developed the following four series of predictors. All these predictors have yielded very high success rates, both globally and locally, as summarized in a comprehensive review paper. For more about protein subcellular localization prediction, see an insightful
Wikipedia article at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein_subcellular_localizati on_prediction.
Five-step rule
The Institute was the birth place of the famous 5-steps rule (Chou 2011) , which has been used in nearly all the areas of computational biology , Ghauri et al., 2018 , Awais et al., 2019 , Kabir et al., 2019 , Ning et al., 2019 , Wang et al., 2019 , Lin et al., 2014 , Feng et al., 2019 , Zhang et al. , 2018 , material science (Zhai et al.,2018) , and even the commercial science (e.g., the bank account systems). The only difference between them is how to formulate the statistical samples or events with an effective mathematical expression that can truly reflect their intrinsic correlation with the target to be predicted. It just like the case of many machine-learning algorithms. They can be widely used in nearly all the areas of statistical analysis. For more about protein subcellular localization prediction, see an insightful Wikipedia article at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/5-step_rules Working in that Institute filled with this kind of philosophy and atmosphere, the scientists would be more prone to be stimulated by the eight pioneering papers from the then Chairman of Nobel Prize Committee Sture Forsen (Chou, S. Forsen, 1980 , Chou, S. Forsen, 1981 and many of their follow-up papers (Jia et al., 2015 , Jia et al., 2016 , Zhou, 2011 , Chou, 1983 , so as to render them substantially more creative and productive.
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE
In comparison with the conventional institutes, Gordon Life Science Institute has the following unique advantages: it can (1) attract those scientists who are really loving science more than anything else; (2) maximize their creativity in science and minimize the distraction or disturbance caused by the relocation and various followed-up tedious things; (3) provide them with an ideal environment to completely focus on doing science; (4) drive their motivation by interesting imagination and curiosity; and (5) guide their scientific results more truthful and wonderful.
Accordingly, it would not be surprised to see that a total of five members of Gordon Life Scientist have been selected by Clarivate Analytics as Highly Cited Researcher or HCR (https://hcr.clarivate.com/resources/archived-lists/), indicating that for the ratio of HCR per member, the "Gordon Life Science Institute" has already become the top one in the world. It is expected that more significant accomplishments will be achieved by the Gordon Life Science Institute for many years to come.
